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Alicon Castalloy, a global leader in Light-weight Alloy 
Castings signs multi-year Contracts aggregating 810 crore 

with leading Global OEMs and Tier 1 Suppliers such as 
Jaguar Land Rover, Daimler, Samsung SDI & MAHLE 

Pune, October 17, 2019: Alicon Castalloy Ltd (Alicon), one of the largest integrated 
manufacturers of Aluminum castings in India and a global leader in light-weight alloy 
castings, today announced that it has been awarded multi-year contracts aggregating 
Rs. 810 crore with two leading global automakers and two Tier 1 Global Suppliers. This 
includes 

 Supply of Aluminum Chassis light weight alloy products to Jaguar Land Rover for  
their new model vehicle line,  

 Supply of Heavy Truck Engine Parts to Daimler for their new generation engines, 
 Supply of e-mobility parts to Samsung SDI as a Tier 1 supplier for EV platforms; 

and  
 Supply of Cooling Modules of Heavy Engine Trucks to MAHLE for their new 

commercial vehicle platforms.   

These long duration contracts are valued at Rs. 810 crore in aggregate over a period of 
5 years with supplies commencing in stages between June 2020 and December 2021. 

These order wins demonstrate Alicon’s future readiness as supplies to each of these 
major global OEMs and Tier 1 suppliers are for new technology platforms and next 
generation products. Supply to Jaguar covers compact structure parts which are 
Technology Agnostic as these parts are common across Internal Combustion Engines 
(ICE), Hybrid Vehicles and Electric Vehicles (EV) platforms. This will result in steady and 
consistent volumes under multiple scenarios of technology and platform acceptance in 
the future. The supplies to Samsung SDI are for their e-mobility platforms which are 
witnessing ready acceptance and high growth 

With these orders, Alicon will be supplying its industry-leading and technologically 
advanced products featuring a light-weight alloy design. The light-weight alloy 
products will enable significant weight reduction of the vehicles they are used in and 
provide improved reliability with better performance metrics enabling cost reduction for 
our customers. Alicon’s research and developments team partnered with the 
manufacturer’s design and product teams and made significant contributions with 



 

  

inputs on alloy selection, technical enhancements and towards design of right 
manufacturing process.  

These new contracts exemplify Alicon’s technological excellence and innovation 
capabilities in the Aluminum castings space. With a rich legacy of over 50 years, Alicon 
is a proven leader in the low-pressure die-casting and gravity die-casting technology in 
the domestic market and, through its European Subsidiary, is steadily enhancing its 
global presence with industry leading OEMs.  

The light-weight alloy parts and e-mobility parts will be manufactured at Alicon’s facility 
in Pune, India as well as in its facility in Slovakia in Europe. The scope of work includes 
manufacturing, quality-testing and shipping to all global manufacturing locations for 
these OEMS and Tier 1 Suppliers.  

Rajeev Sikand, Group CEO at Alicon Castalloy, commented: “We are extremely 
pleased with these order wins from marquee global customers such as JLR, Daimler, 
Samsung SDI and Mahle. These multi-year contracts indicate the confidence of global 
customers in Alicon’s capabilities, technological excellence and ability to manufacture 
high-quality products through integrated operations on a consistent basis. Success in e-
mobility platforms and acceptance of our technologically-advanced solutions 
demonstrates our readiness to cater to mobility platforms of the future.” 

Looking ahead, Alicon Castalloy has outlined a number of strategic measures and 
growth initiatives. The Company has steadily expanded its product suite in order to align 
offerings with changing technologies and emerging trends. This has been supported by 
enhanced presence in key global markets. The Company has also widened its offerings 
to cater to non-auto sectors such as infrastructure, aerospace, energy, agriculture, 
defense and healthcare. As demand conditions improve in the domestic and global 
markets, the endeavor is to sustainably outperform the industry growth rate by 
leveraging the manufacturing and process excellence, comprehensive offerings, deep 
imprint of innovation & R&D in advanced technological offerings across a diverse 
customer base. 

-ENDS- 

About Alicon Castalloy Ltd 

Alicon Castalloy Limited (Alicon) [BSE: 531147, NSE: ALICON] is one of India’s largest 
integrated manufacturers of aluminum castings. Headquartered at Pune, the Company 
amalgamates the best of European Engineering, Japanese Quality and Indian 
Ingenuity and frugality to serve a diversified marquee customer base across sectors 
such as automobiles, infrastructure, aerospace, energy, agriculture, defence and 



 

  

healthcare. It operates one of the largest aluminum foundries in India and has 
developed a robust and innovative product pipeline, spanning 16 segments. Alicon 
enjoys a global presence encompassing facilities at Shikrapur, Chinchwad, Binola in 
India, and Slovakia in Europe.   

For more information about us, please visit www.alicongroup.co.in or contact: 

Tarunkumar Vyas 
Alicon Castalloy Ltd 
Tel:  +91 74200 73369 
Email: tarun.vyas@alicongroup.co.in  
 

Mayank Vaswani / Shikha Kshirsagar  
CDR India 
Tel: +91 22 6645 1230   
Email: mayank@cdr-india.com 
 shikha@cdr-india.com  

 
DISCLAIMER: 
Certain statements that may be made or discussed at the conference call may be forward-looking 
statements. Such forward-looking statements are subject to certain risks and uncertainties like government 
actions, local, political or economic developments, technological risks, and many other factors that could 
cause actual results to differ materially from those contemplated by the relevant forward-looking 
statements. Alicon Castalloy will not be in any way responsible for any action taken based on such 
statements and undertakes no obligation to publicly update these forward-looking statements to reflect 
subsequent events or circumstances.  


